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Mark Deffner is president of the Minnesota 
Intellectual Property Law Association and 
has been a board member for a number of 
years. He is a registered patent attorney 
and has practiced in the area of intellectual 
property in Minnesota for over 10 years. 
At his law firm, Pauly, DeVries Smith & 
Deffner, Deffner assists clients with issues of 
protecting innovation, freedom to operate, 
business intelligence, and implementation 
of best practices related to intellectual 
property. He drafts and prosecutes patents 
in a variety of technical areas, including 
general mechanical, business methods, 
software, medical devices, chemistry, 
biofuels, biotechnology and bioinformatics. 
He received his undergraduate degree from 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison before 
attending graduate school at Northwestern 
University in Evanston, Ill., and law school at 
the University of Minnesota.

Dean Eyler focuses his practice on complex 
commercial and intellectual property 
litigation. He chairs Gray Plant Mooty’s 
intellectual property litigation team and 
has experience in litigating trademark, 
trade dress, patent infringement, patent 
ownership, copyright, trade secret, false 
advertising and unfair competition cases. 
He also represents clients in a wide variety 
of commercial litigation. Eyler is chairman 
of the firm’s recruiting committee and 
committed to pro bono representation 
and work in the community. He regularly 
represents clients seeking asylum, has 
worked on many human rights projects, and 
represents tenants in housing court matters. 
He is also chairman of the advisory board for 
the Minnesota Urban Debate League. After 
law school, Eyler served as a law clerk for 
Donald Lay, former chief judge of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.

Craig Lervick is a shareholder in Larkin 
Hoffman’s intellectual property practice 
group. His practice focuses on counseling, 
providing opinions, patent prosecution and 
related transactions involving technology 
issues. He has more than 20 years of 
experience in assisting clients to effectively 
develop products, protect IP rights in 
inventions and designs, and negotiate 
agreements. He prepares and prosecutes 
patent applications for a variety of 
technologies, including mechanical devices, 
electrical/electronic devices, software, 
business methods, medical devices and 
manufacturing. Lervick also assists clients 
with patent disputes, often trying cases to 
verdict. 

Paul Torpey is director of product 
management for Thomson Innovation, 
a Thomson Reuters IP intelligence and 
collaboration platform. In this role, he 
is directly responsible for setting and 
managing the product strategy and feature 
delivery for this platform. This involves 
working closely with Thomson Innovation’s 
global customer base of corporations, 
law firms and government organizations 
to identify and solve problems related to 
intellectual property. Torpey joined Thomson 
Reuters in 2001, and during this time has 
held several roles in areas such as academic 
research and intellectual property research 
and analysis.
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BY ELIZABETH MILLARD
Contributing writer

The Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal held 
a panel discussion recently, featuring three 
expert panelists to explore topics about intel-
lectual property and patent issues. 

Panelists included Craig Lervick, an attorney at Lar-
kin Hoffman; Paul Torpey, director of product manage-
ment at Thomson Reuters; and Dean Eyler, business and 
IP litigation attorney at Gray Plant Mooty. Mark Deff-
ner, president of Minnesota Intellectual Property Law 
Association, served as moderator.

Deffner: Just to start off, there are a lot of cease and 
desist letters that are being sent these days. What are 
some ways to avoid intellectual property disputes? 
Dean, let’s start with you.

EYLER: I think the most important aspect of try-
ing to avoid disputes is being proactive about issues as 
they come up. You should quickly address and respond 
to these letters and not let them languish. In the trade-
mark area, it’s important to engage counsel early on 
before adopting new trademarks and explore getting 
clearance opinions. It’s also important to err on the 
side of getting permissions for copyright and rights 
of publicity, so businesses using pictures or images on 
the Internet get permissions to prevent bigger problems 
down the road. I think as disputes start maturing into 
what may be litigation, it’s important for companies to 
think about what their interests really are, so they’re 
fighting about things that matter and not falling into 
expensive battles.

Deffner: I think a lot of people are talking about 
“patent trolls,” and certainly a lot of businesses have 
been threatened by them. How can a business best 
deal with patent trolls?

EYLER: This is a topic that seems to generate inter-
est whenever I’m talking with business people. Both 
the problem itself and the title gets attention. Patent 

trolls are sometimes called nonpracticing entities, or 
NPEs. They’re basically businesses or people seeking 
to enforce patents against others, but they’re not the 
inventors or folks who practice the patent. They’re often 
seen as seeking to unfairly extort settlements from 
companies. There are a few things companies can do. 
First evaluate the NPE at issue. They vary greatly in size 
and sophistication. If you do an analysis of their other 
litigation, you can learn a lot. Also, evaluate the patent 
at issue. There may be some things that can be done 
with motions early on. The third is a quick cost-bene-
fit analysis to decide how important the patent claims 
are for the business.

Deffner: On the topic of being threatened with a 
patent, Craig, since the American Invents Act, the 
issue of inter partes review and post grant review 
have become popular topics in the IP world because 
they’re seen as effective means of challenging 
a patent. How has availability of these new 
proceedings affected businesses? 

LERVICK: The proceedings, as you mentioned, have 
become very popular from the defense side because 
they tend to invalidate more patents than they uphold. 
Obviously, these procedures and processes are help-
ful tools, especially when responding to so called pat-
ent trolls. In addition, even if it’s a troll or competitor, 
it gives parties additional tools to use when accused of 
infringement. On the offensive or patent owners side, 
it’s certainly made the overall value of obtaining patents 
more critical. It changes the landscape and it’s part of 
the discussion you have to have with clients.

Deffner: One reason that inter partes review and 
post grant review are looked at with interest is 
because of cost effectiveness of those procedures. On 
the topic of cost, IP litigation can be frighteningly 
expensive. How can a business manage cost and 
reach an acceptable solution if we’ve gone to 
litigation and not through some of these other 
procedures? 

EYLER: IP litigation can be very expensive. Some sta-
tistics show that the average patent case can cost a cou-
ple million dollars. I think it’s important to think about 
clear, open communication with your counsel and to 
break litigation down into its various parts and exam-
ine areas of cost effectiveness. Lawyers can’t anticipate 
every problem, but we can provide guidance to help 
companies understand the phases of disputes and the 
likely costs. There are tools we can use to change the 
way cases are built, and it all just comes from commu-
nication. There are many ways to structure cases to align 
with key arguments and interests of a client without 
running up costs.

Deffner: One key to being able to make the right 
decision is having access to the right information. 
Paul, patents are a valuable source of technical 
information, but how can they help our audience 
make business decisions?

TORPEY: There’s a lot of business insight that can 
come from patent information. We’re seeing that a lot 
of companies are beginning to leverage patents for that 
purpose, for business intelligence. For example, one is 
research and development. Patents can be used to make 
better decisions about where those strategies should 
go for commercially viable products. Another type of 
business decision is about monetization or acquisi-
tion. Is there IP in your portfolio that you can mone-
tize, or maybe you want to make money through licens-
ing? Then there’s also the competitive intelligence that 
come out of patents. You can look at a competitor’s fil-
ing trends, and it can give you a window into new mar-
kets and technology areas, and helps you adjust your 
strategies. 

Deffner: Where can a company go to find new 
markets, and can patent data help with that? 

TORPEY: There are a number of ways that you can 
use patent information. You can use the citation infor-
mation. That’s a key tool to leverage for a number of 
reasons and markets are one of them. What we often 
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try to instruct our clients to do is to look 
at the downstream development of a tech-
nology so they might go three citation lev-
els along. That can tell you who’s piggy-
backing off a technology and where the 
technology moved into. There’s also white-
space analysis, which is another way to 
identify markets, doing various types of 
landscape analysis. 

EYLER: Companies can work with their 
patent attorneys, too, before they make 
significant investments, and that conver-
sation will be based on what competitive 
patents are already out there. It’s best for 
them to use those patents to assess wheth-
er they have freedom to operate in a new 
market, or maybe whether they need to 
make design changes to limit their expo-
sure to patent challenges. 

TORPEY: Even if we go another step 
further, and talk about using different 
types of information, we can go into using 
scientific literature. This can be a form of 
intellectual property, it can be a way of 
disclosing information, but it can also be 
an indicator of competitive intelligence, 
because if we look at corporate-academic 
partnerships, that will show up first in sci-
entific literature. And even if it’s very early 
in a process, it can give you an indicator of 
the direction your competitor is moving. 

Deffner: In terms of other useful tools, 
let’s talk about design patents. As part of 
overall strategies, how have these been 
used by your clients? 

LERVICK: In the correct situations, they 
can be a valuable tool for certain products 
and in certain markets. The way a product 
is visually presented is key to being able to 
sell it. The ability to protect that appear-
ance is more valuable than many compa-
nies often realize. 

EYLER: I think some people consider 
design patents because they can be less 
expensive to obtain. And they have been 
in the press more recently. I think it’s 
important to remember that design pat-
ents are about the appearance of a prod-
uct. A lot of times when companies make 
design changes, they’re functional chang-
es, and if that happens, they are not sub-
ject to design patents. But they can be an 
important tool. 

Deffner: A change in this area has 
come about as a result of the Hague 
Agreement. Do you think that will be 
useful for businesses? 

LERVICK: I think it will be, but it’s so 
new that we’re trying to figure out where 
it’ll be most applicable. For companies 
wanting international reach, it certain-
ly will be more convenient and provide a 
valuable tool since you’ll do single filing 
that potentially has reach in many parts 
of the world. It is going to be beneficial 
and provide more efficiency in the right 
circumstances.

Deffner: Let’s talk more about 
protecting intellectual property during 
overseas expansion. What are some 
strategies to use?

EYLER: A lot of Minnesota businesses 
are looking to expand, and need to consid-
er protecting their IP abroad. The key is to 
think about this early in the process, and 
businesses need to understand that both 
patents and trademark rights are limited 
by geography. So, it’s important to think 
ahead about the issue. We do a lot of work 
around the world, and you should work 
with counsel who have relationships with 
attorneys in other countries. You need 
those relationships to understand the dif-
ferences for obtaining protection. 

Deffner: Switching back to costs, it 
can cost a lot of money to protect 
intellectual property. Patents can be 
expensive to get and maintain. What 
practical ways are there to make sure 
you’re spending that money wisely? 

TORPEY: What we’re increasingly 
focusing on with clients is to begin that 
process earlier, so that you’re planning 
earlier, and maybe removing duplicative 
efforts earlier. One really good example 
I can give that’s becoming more com-
mon is the disconnect between R&D and 
legal arm of companies. We’ve seen some 
instances in large companies where they 
have tried to protect inventions that they 
already held. It’s an incredible waste of 
resources. Any way that you can con-
nect your research team with your legal 
team can help with how you’re spending 
that money. Some of what we do is come 
up with ways to help companies lever-
age their technology and improve upon 
it, instead of challenging it. That can be a 
real cost saver for an organization.  

EYLER: Talking to clients, I’ve heard 
they value counsel who are not only good 
patent attorneys, but also good advisers. 
I think this question gets to the impor-
tance of getting value-added advice, not 

only about obtaining patents, but also in 
using those patents for the business. 

LERVICK: I think if you get into that 
next level of detail, part of that value is 
talking through and examining upfront 
with business owners and inventors about 
what is realistic and what isn’t. You can 
pinpoint the important aspect of a prod-
uct, and then do whatever you need to do 
to protect that aspect appropriately. In this 
way, you’re not trying to obtain patent cov-
erage too broadly or on something that’s 
not realistic or important.  

Deffner: With recent changes in patent 
law, do you still think it’s worth the 
expense and effort for many of your 
clients to obtain patents? 

EYLER: I think it definitely is. But com-
panies need to work carefully with their 
counsel to assess each situation and to 
determine the business case. You want to 
make sure that the filings are worth doing. 
There are a lot of situations where patents 
are very valuable for protecting key intel-
lectual property and preventing compet-
itors from using inventions. Patents can 
help small businesses as they’re trying to 
raise money. They can also be used defen-
sively. Patents can be very valuable, but 
there have been changes in the law, par-
ticularly regarding software patents and 
business methods, and enforcing patents 
is very expensive. Make sure that you’re 
getting value from going through that 
process.

Deffner: Beyond patents, what other 
tools should businesses consider when 
protecting an idea or invention? 

EYLER: A big alternative to protecting 
ideas is trade secret protection. Obtaining 
a patent requires disclosure of the idea. On 
the other hand, trade secret protection is 
the opposite, and requires that the idea be 
kept confidential. The most famous is the 
Coca-Cola formula, but tons of intellectu-
al property in this country is under trade 
secret protection. Another difference is 
that patents provide protection for a lim-
ited time, whereas trade secrets can be in 
place for an unlimited time. It’s important 
for companies to determine what infor-
mation can be kept confidential and make 
sure they’re treating it appropriately. For 
example, this can be done by using non-
disclosure agreements, maintaining con-
fidentiality and other strategies that limit 
access to key information. It’s important 

that if you’re involved in litigation, you can 
show that you’ve treated the intellectual 
property in a way that would classify it as 
a trade secret. 

Deffner: Addressing this question to 
you, Craig: The 2014 U.S. Supreme Court 
case of Alice Corporation v. CLS Bank 
International affected the ability to 
obtain patent protections for inventions, 
particularly those involving software 
and business methods. How do you 
recommend that clients protect these 
types of innovations or products today? 

LERVICK: Dovetailing off Dean’s com-
ments, one of the biggest considerations 
is in software context. For example, if 
there’s a particular approach or method-
ology that’s appropriate for trade secret 
and contract-type protection, you want to 
make sure you’re exploring those avenues. 
If it’s something that can be reverse-engi-
neered or discovered, that’s going to sug-
gest that trade secret protection won’t be 
appropriate, because it wouldn’t be pos-
sible to maintain confidentiality. So, you 
want to explore the details of the idea you 
have, the software or business method. 
Other mechanisms will be through your 
contractual relationships and your terms, 
primary licensing agreements. Those are 
your primary tools. 

Deffner: Beyond Alice Corporation v. 
CLS Bank International, are there other 
Supreme Court decisions affecting 
intellectual property that impact the 
advice you give to clients? 

EYLER: In patents, obviously Alice 
is the big one. There are a tidal wave of 
motions being brought around the coun-
try based on that case law. But there are 
other recent decisions that give more tools 
for defending patent cases, in terms of 
limiting damage awards and procedural 
and strategic aspects of litigation. It may 
now make more sense for companies to 
fight an infringement claim and use some 
of those tools. The other important change 
from the Supreme Court is in the trade-
mark context, with B&B Hardware v. Har-
gis Industries. That has created uncertain-
ty about different avenues of litigating and 
resolving trademark matters, so if compa-
nies have trademark disputes, the impor-
tant thing now is just to make sure they 
consider the impact of this new decision. 
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